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Abstract

Purpose – With the growing recognition that thesauri aid information retrieval, organisations are beginning to adopt, and in many cases, create thesauri. This paper offers some guidance on the construction process.

Design/methodology/approach – An opinion piece with a practical focus, based on recent experiences gleaned from consultancy work.

Findings – A number of steps can be taken to ensure any thesaurus under construction is fit for purpose. Due consideration is therefore given to aspects such as term selection, structure and notation, thesauri standards, software and Web display issues, thesauri evaluation and maintenance. This paper also notes that creating new subject schemes from scratch, however attractive, contributes to the plethora of terminologies currently in existence and can limit user searching within particular contexts. The decision to create a “new” thesaurus should therefore be taken carefully and observance of standards is paramount.

Practical implications – This paper offers advice to assist practitioners in the development of thesauri.

Originality/value – Useful guidance for those practitioners new to the area of thesaurus construction is provided, together with an overview of selected key processes involved in the construction of a thesaurus.
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Introduction

It is widely recognised that, in many cases, thesauri increase the effectiveness of online information retrieval, resulting in improved levels of precision and recall of user search results (Shiri et al., 2002). Thus, digital libraries are now beginning to incorporate such tools into their services and collections, with the aim of improving both the organisation of information within, and to increase the effectiveness and efficiency with which users can retrieve the information they desire. Indeed, even a decade ago Kosovac (1995) acknowledged that “an increasing number of home-grown, commercial, and research-based systems integrate them in different ways”.

How do organisations best select or develop a thesaurus that is fit for purpose? Since no single thesaurus can effectively describe all concepts universally, tailored and subject-specific term sets are required. Much has been documented on the technical processes involved in thesaurus construction and, indeed, on the rationale behind their use (Shearer, 2004; Aitchison et al., 2000; Will, 1997). This column does not intend to duplicate or reiterate such material. Instead, it aims to provide practitioners with some food for thought relating to some of the processes and stages outlined in the existing literature, which will help to simplify the construction process and, ultimately, lead to a more effective end product. Broadly speaking, a number of steps can be taken to ensure 1) the end product adequately describes the collection, 2) it is a manageable and easily
The following ten tips go some way to providing advice on how to meet these criteria.

**Is this work necessary?**

Before embarking on the construction of a “new” thesaurus, conduct an assessment of existing resources to ensure the work is actually necessary. All too often organisations create new subject schemes from scratch, contributing to the huge variety of terminologies in operation and the “associated limitations imposed on user searching” (McCulloch, 2004). It is recommended that where possible an existing thesaurus is adopted to catalogue subject based material. It may be necessary to adapt such thesauri, resulting in a tailored resource, which meets specific needs. Circumstances may make this unfeasible, however. Due to new concepts, perhaps in a technological field, or extremely high levels of specificity within a collection, it may be that existing thesauri are inadequate for particular fields or corpora. In such circumstances, the only feasible option may be to develop a completely “new” thesaurus. (The word “new” is used loosely here since it is unlikely that any resource developed will be completely novel; it is more likely that a large proportion will comprise an amalgamation of recognised and applied terms.)

In the event that a “new” thesaurus is required, first consider the range of established thesauri, taxonomies and terminology sets within the subject field, whether formalised or used by groups or even individual experts within the field. Although no one example may be sufficient to describe a given collection, it may be that a combination of two or more existing resources is perfectly adequate. In such cases, distinct entities should be combined into a single “meta-thesaurus”. Without an attempt to create an amalgamated tool, barriers to interoperability will emerge; that is, the use of disparate subject schemes will not lend well to cross searching and browsing by users.

It is also advisable to contact experts in the given field to ask about thesauri or subject schemes they may know of having been adopted within library or online collections. It may be that subject librarians or prolific researchers in the field have been using an “in-house” list of terms, which may be easily adapted into a standard thesaurus. Under such circumstances it is vital that any copyright restrictions are adhered to.

**Term selection**

Having established the need to construct a thesaurus, relevant terms should be identified. One of two starting points may be adopted: firstly, decide on top level headings or sections within the thesaurus and assign individual terms to these as they are gathered; or secondly, collate terms by subject and decide upon appropriate top level headings at a later stage. Depending on the subject area either of these methods may appeal. However, it should be noted that during the development of the thesaurus, as more and more terms are added, the scope of the top level headings, if established early on, may change. It is crucial, therefore, to adopt a flexible approach throughout and not to assume that headings and structure imposed in early drafts will necessarily be reflected in the final product.

Regardless of which of these two approaches is adopted, begin by gathering individual terms from existing resources. In the absence of existing thesauri or taxonomies within the subject field, keywords can be gleaned from a variety of literature such as academic papers, conference proceedings, official information such as government papers, organisational websites (categories used to structure websites...
are often useful for identifying top level headings) or mailing list archives, typically used for informal discussion of hot topics – a potential source of current buzzwords.

During this collection phase, note varying forms of the same term and synonyms. These should be included in the thesaurus as non-preferred terms, signified by the use/\textit{use} for notation. To identify synonyms, subject experts should be asked to compose formal definitions for terms thought to express the same concept (this will also be useful for creating scope notes). If the definitions of two or more terms are essentially the same they can be treated as synonyms and the least appropriate or less commonly used in the field should be incorporated as a non-preferred term. Homographs (words which are spelled the same way but differ in meaning) should also be noted at this stage since these must be qualified in order to provide context and distinction.

It is important to pinpoint terms at a suitable level of granularity. Terms should be applicable to a number of items within a collection; however, they should not be overly specific in that they are only relevant to one or two items. A balance must be struck to maximise the benefits for effective and efficient information retrieval. This will largely be determined by the user group, whether perceived or known.

**Structure and notation**

When imposing a hierarchical structure on terms using appropriate relationships, similarly to the case of term selection, the structure imposed on the thesaurus should demonstrate an appropriate level of specificity – too few levels of granularity is insufficient; too many is unnecessary.

A decision must be taken as to whether or not some form of notation (either numerical or alphabetical) is required. If so, this should be one of the final stages in the construction process, as it is highly probable that terms will undergo repositioning within the thesaurus as it develops. It follows that notation should not be imposed until the final version is in place.

The structure and notation should both be kept flexible to allow for easy updating and maintenance. Both should be easily expandable/compressible should the thesaurus grow or diminish.

**Standards**

It is advisable when developing a thesaurus, to adhere to recognised standards. Currently, both the British standards[1] and the American standard[2] are under review. The UK based updating process will result in BS8723 \textit{Structured Vocabularies for Information Retrieval – Guide} (Dextre-Clarke, 2003). Grammatical forms, usage of singular and plural terms, abbreviations, capitalisation, acronyms and punctuation marks are all controlled for by these official guides to standardisation.

Although a thesaurus may be developed for the internal purposes of a relatively small organisation the recommendation to follow standards remains. It cannot be said with certainty that the resource will not be adopted by third parties or indeed, form the basis of another organisation’s “new” thesaurus in the future. Conformity to standards lends credibility to a resource and may encourage, and even motivate, uptake by other organisations and groups within the field.

**Consultation**

A team of individuals or parties must be established to advise on term selection and structural issues, particularly semantic relationships, and also to provide feedback on
draft versions of the thesaurus. Ideally, this group should comprise specialists from the subject field as well as thesaurus/information science experts. The nature of the feedback required makes it difficult to undertake at a physical meeting or via group discussion. It is likely that, irrespective of the subject area, opinions will vary on the value of individual terms, the form of preferred terms, and the position of terms within a structured hierarchy. In order to limit extensive discussion, e-mail or an online discussion forum may be a more efficient method by which to gather feedback. Since it is unlikely there will be a right or wrong place within the thesaurus for a particular term, consensus may never be reached. It may therefore be practical to assign specific areas of the thesaurus to sub-groups of advisors to limit deliberation, with a single person responsible for overall editorial control. Where difference of opinion exists the editor should make the final decision on issues like which terms to include, which format to adopt, and where to place them within the thesaurus structure.

Software
Ensure the software with which the thesaurus is implemented is accessible and user friendly, both for cataloguers and end users. Ideally, it should be a familiar, widely used package but, if not, it should be straightforward to learn and training materials should be on hand for the developer, as should support. It may be that different software packages are more suited to the development and final delivery phases of the thesaurus. The package should easily lend itself to updating and modification. A list of potentially useful software packages is provided by Will (2005).

The thesaurus creator will often deliver training to indexers and end users. As such, it would be extremely useful to make notes on aspects of thesaurus usage, navigation and updating procedures during the developmental phase. This should ensure the level of documentation is well targeted and informative for new users, as opposed to documentation created retrospectively, once the creator has become “expert” on the basis and use of the thesaurus. Such notes will form the core of a training manual if required.

Web display
Web display of the thesaurus is largely dependent on user requirement. A number of questions will help determine how the thesaurus should be presented to ensure maximum effectiveness.

- Do users require to search or browse for terms? Do they want both options?
- Do users want to view the entire thesaurus and all hierarchies simultaneously or do they want to “zoom-in” on particular areas? Should “close-ups” open up an additional browser window so that the area being looked at can still be seen within the context of the overall thesaurus?
- Do users want an alphabetical presentation or index of all terms contained within the thesaurus? That is, do they want to see non-preferred terms displayed?
- Will indexers work from the web based version or will they have a “behind the scenes” interface?

In determining the most appropriate means of web display, accessibility is an important factor to note (Wallis, 2004). The relevant piece of governing UK legislation is the Disability Discrimination Act (Disability Discrimination Act, 1995); most
jurisdictions will have similar laws and it is recommended that WC3 (W3C Web Accessibility Initiative, 2005) guidelines are adhered to which strive to ensure the creation of “websites and applications that people with disabilities can perceive, understand, navigate, and interact with”.

**Evaluation**

When nearing completion, arrange a testing phase whereby indexers use the thesaurus to catalogue a sample of their material. This will highlight any gaps in relation to particular collections and should also identify any inappropriate entries in the thesaurus.

A trial of the thesaurus from the user perspective would also be valuable. Ask users to run some searches to ascertain how straightforward they find the interface, any search facility provided and interface, and also to consider typical user terminology. Any variation between standard terminology and that commonly employed by users will be highlighted, perhaps resulting in the need to include additional appropriate synonyms.

**Maintenance/updating**

Thesauri should be revised regularly, via a well organised and standardised procedure since haphazard maintenance of a thesaurus will lead to a range of problems, both for indexers and end users. Central to the updating process should be an advisory group, approving new term suggestions. The inclusion of terms will therefore be strictly controlled and documented to avoid any potential conflict with existing terms or structure.

Ideally, one or two individuals will be responsible for implementing updates and revisions. This will help to ensure consistent formatting and notation.

**Cost effectiveness?**

Some issues already discussed will go some way towards achieving cost effectiveness within the thesaurus construction process. Particularly, advice given on term selection and evaluation should help to minimise costs, since they should reduce the need for widespread research and eliminate the need for any major overhaul once the thesaurus is released and in use.

In addition, Kosovac (1995) proposes that “automatic tools for extraction and clustering of candidate terms” will also reduce overall costs. Such tools may involve high financial investment which may only be justifiable if a number of thesauri are planned. Kosovac also points out that “In situations where fast and efficient access to information is essential savings at the output side can often justify the relatively high input cost”. This may well be true in specific situations but an appropriate balance between costs and benefits must be established early on – and stuck to!

**Conclusion**

This column has provided some guidance in the form of a range of hints and tips for those constructing thesauri within their specific subject domain. Coverage merely offers some points to note throughout the planning and construction processes. For further reading and a greater insight into the individual steps involved in thesaurus construction, together with practical examples, the author would encourage readers to consult the publications list below, particularly those of Nielsen (2004) and Shearer (2004).
Notes
1. The British Standards under revision are the British standard guide to establishment and development of monolingual thesauri (BS5723:1987) (BSI, 1987) and the British standard guide to establishment and development of multilingual thesauri (BS6723:1985) (BSI, 1985), of which the international equivalents are ISO2788-1986 (ISO, 1986) and ISO5964-1985 (ISO, 1985) respectively, as produced by the International Organization for Standardization.

2. The American standard under revision is NISO Z39.19-200x Guidelines for the Construction, Format, and Management of Monolingual Controlled Vocabularies (NISO, 2005), of which ISO2788 is an equivalent.
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